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Startups: A brief intro

 Started in late 2000s (about 2008) when 
fragmented high-tech SMEs gained fame.

 Entrepreneurs seek private funding more than 
going public (IPOs) like in the late 90s.

 Global stock markets value startups which 
seem promising for billions of dollars, even if 
they are not achieving real revenues

What is the difference between the 2000s 
dot-doc bubble and today’s startup 
bubble?



Startups: A brief intro

 One given definition: “A startup is a 

company working to solve a problem 

where the solution is not obvious and 

success is not guaranteed.” Neil 

Blumenthal, cofounder and co-CEO of Warby Parker.

Can you think of a given definition for 
your type of startup?



Startups: A brief intro

Main characteristics:

 Innovating on existing ideas to solve 
critical pain points

 Decision to forgo stability in exchange 
for the promise of tremendous growth 
and making immediate impact.

 Scalable business model (ability to 
grow)

 Making less than $5M and have less 
than 49 employees on staff..

Can you think of one dominant 

characteristic of your startup?



Startups: A brief intro

Can you think of 5 differences between a 
startup and a small business? 



Startups: A brief intro

Is this the first trial of your startup’s 
founders? Did they have a startup 
before? 



Startups: A brief intro

Quick Reality Check:

 Companies typically die around 20 months 
after their last financing round and after 
having raised $1.3m. CB Insights.

 About three-quarters of venture-backed 
firms in the U.S. don't return investors' 
capital. Shikhar Ghosh, Harvard Business School.

 Stats indicate that failure rate reaches 80-
90%. Guardian, Mashable, WSJ.

Is your startup supported by an 
incubator/accelerator? Are they VC 
backed or self-financed? 



Role Playing

 You are the startup’s consultants 

 Build a compelling case, feel your client’s pain and 

solve their problems

 Win the job



How to solve your business case?

 Know how you can help the startup by clearly 

identifying the problem

 Collect data and investigate 

e.g. missed opportunities, unacceptable market 

performance or unfavorable consumer response to 

a product or service..

Has your startup been a 

startup for too long? 



How to solve your business case?

 Analyze the situation: dig deep, explore the backdrop, 
i.e. examine the business environment

Situation Analysis Strategies:

- SWOT/ TOWS Matrix

- PEST(EL) Analysis 

- Porter’s Five Forces and Value Chain

- Industry/Product Life Cycle

- Core Competencies Analysis

- Customer Acquisition Process/Rate

How can you judge your startup’s 
financial health?





How to solve your business case?

 Brainstorm solution alternatives and 

their respective assessments, decide on 

the selection criteria,  then describe 

your recommendation

 Develop the actual implementation 

project:

Present your Game Plan

Have you ever participated in a Business Case 
Competition? Do you know at least five 
strategies which can help you do so?



Startups: being the devil’s advocate

 Don’t share the motivation of startup’s 

team, at least at the beginning

 Examine reasons of startups failure: 

falling blindly in love with the product, 

going into business for the wrong 

reasons, selecting the wrong time, 

underestimating time requirements, lack 

of marketing knowledge, pride.…

Does your startup have a solid exit plan? 

(whether to an investor or altogether) 



Helping your startup: How to get 

started?

Helping your startup: What is your Business Development plan?

 Blue Ocean Strategy’s Buyer Utility Map

 Ansoff Matrix: Growth Strategies

 The Business Model Canvas

 Value Proposition Canvas

 Lean Canvas

What Business Model will you go for???? 

Do you know “The Lean 

Startup” by Eric Ries? 



What are the differences between 

a Business Model and a Business 

Plan?





Helping your startup: How to get 

started?

Business Model Innovation: 

The 55 Innovation Patterns 

by Oliver Gassmann

What is your startup’s innovation 
style: disruptive or incremental ?



Helping your startup: How to get 

started?

What is the industry’s landscape?

 Examine related (small business) global trends which 
relate to your startup: growing emerging markets, 
refugee influx to Europe, demographic shifts, aging 
population, sharing economy (ownership to accessed sharing: 

airbnb, blabla car, etc), aggressive competition, young 
entrepreneurs, giants acquiring startups, China’s 
growing power...   

Has your startup received offers to be 

acquired by a large company? 



Helping your startup: How to get 

started?

What is the industry’s landscape?

 Examine related (small business) technology trends 

which relate to your startup: Robotics, Internet-of-

Things, Gamification, Augmented Reality, Data 

Analytics (outsource vs. in-house solutions), Wearables, 

Cloud Infrastructure, CDNs, Self-tracking, CRM 

applications, M-commerce, Smart Machines....  



Summary: The Roadmap

1. Examining 
startups failure and 

success reasons

2. Prep prior 
contacting the 

startup

3. Identify startup’s 
main problems

4. Performing 
Situational Analysis 

using any of the given tools

5. Building Business 
Development Model 

using any of the given tools

6. Making the Business 
Development Model 
innovative using the 55 

innovation patterns

7. Examining 
current related 

Global and 
Technological trends

8. Consult startup 
and TA at 
milestones

9. Select a team 
representative to be 

in charge of 
communication



My Contact Info

Email:

dina_mansour26@yahoo.com

Whatsapp Number:

+351 937 109 593

Resources are available at the blog



How will the world be in 2020?

In 5 years will your startup become an 
SME? Acquired? Still a startup? A 
global giant? Defunct? 


